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FLIGHT MEASU±EL1ENTS Or' STICK VII3thTION 
TIlE YG-iB AUTOGIRO EQUIPPED 
WITH TAPERED ROTOR BLADES 
By F. 3. BAILEY, JR. and F. B. GUSTAFSON 
SUfiIARY 
Records were made in f1iht of the periodic 
iriation in the load in the control system of a YG-1B 
utociro fitted with a new set of tapered rotor blades 
osiCried to eliminate periodic blade twist.
	
Comparison 
with similar records obtained previously in tests of 
the ori6inal blades shows that the new blades considerably 
reduce the vibration of the control stick. 
INTRODUCTI ON 
It has been shown in reference 1 that, at the 
hiher tip speed ratios, the loads in the control system 
of the YG-1B autoiro are subject to a periodic variation 
of considerable iplitude, at a frequency of three times 
the rotor speed.	 The source of the vibration is believed 
EP
iordwise azxl radial 
displacement of the blade center of pressure from the 
blade center of percussion. Recently the Kellett Auto.. 
giro Corporation has developed, for use on the lU-lB 
machine, a new set of tapered rotor blades designed to 
eliminate as far a. possible both the mean and thi 
periodic part. of the ohoz'dwise displacement of the 
blade center of pressure.	 In the course of flight 
teats of the new blades, made b the N. A. C. A. at 
Lang].ey Field, Virginia during 2ovember and December of 
1939, the periodic variation in stick force was recorded 
a maimer similar to that employed during the tests 
the original blades reported in reference 1.	 The
results of the stick vibration measurements on the 
tapered blades are reported herein. 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
Except for the change in blades the autogiro tested 
was a standard YG-1B machine similar to that used, with 
the oriina]. blades, in the tests reported in reference 1. 
The blades, which were tapered. ip1s form and thickness, 
had sections of a modified N. A. C. A. 23000 series. 
In general the method of recording the variation 
in stick force was identical to that described in 
eference 1. Several minor differences may be noted, 
owever.	 The natural frequency of the control force
S
3 lonitudina1ly and 
fr 31 to 26.li. laterally; the use of lead shot at the 
hai grip to increase the inertia of the stick was di.-
continued, and the oontaotin device on the rotor hub 
was redesigned 80 that the azimuth position of the rotor 
could be established on the control force record at six 
points duriw, each revolution. To free the ccmtrol 
force record from possible hih frequency vibrations due 
to the engine al]. records were inadedurth steady 1ides 
with the enCine stopped.	 The chanj3es mentioned are 
believed to be incapable of appreciably affecting the 
nits of the tests. 
Five records were taken at indicated air speeds 
auring frai 30 to 110 r..tles per hour. 	 Rotor speed, 
ir speed, pressure altitude, and temperature were noted 
by the pilot. The pilot's observations of rotor speed 
and air speed were supplemented by recordin6 instruments. 
RESULTS AiID DISCUSSION 
Analysis of the records was carried out in the
manner described in reference 1.	 It was found that the 
periodic part M of the moment about either the lateral 
or lonCitudinal control trumiiona could be closely 
approximated by a Fourier series havinG the form 
S
.	
- k "r	 -'-
rQ tic LXjJ.O	 'V	 O.iie	 p.uii i. Le 
rotor.	 ie experimental vt!" . 	 the coefficients 
A5 8.nd B, for both the lateral and loniitidins1 
ntiente are 6iven in table I and are plotted against tip 
speed ratio in figure 1.	 The noment	 is ooneidd 
positive when the air forces tend to tilt the rotc to 
the right and to the rear. 
Comparison of the coefficients obtained in the tests 
of the tapered blades with tho corresponding coefficients, 
taken frczn reference 1, for the oriCinal blades, indicates 
that eliminatIng the chordwise displacement of the blade 
nter of pressure has considerably reduced the stick 
Stbration.
	
A better idea as to the magnitude of the 
eductIon in stick vibration can be obtained from figure 2, 
where the amplitude (A,' + B,' 	 of the variations 
in lateral and longitudinal trunnion moments ..e plotted 
as functions of the tip speed ratio, for both the old. 
and the new blades. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., February 28, l94). 
Frederick 3. Bailey, Jr., 
Assistant Aeronautical 1ngineer. 
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